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Private office  
services



PwC’s experts in tax, legal, deals, consulting, risk,  
technology and beyond aim to be agile, flexible and  
deliver real value.

Your gateway to the PwC global network
Our experience of working with all types of private office, 
often with a global footprint, means we understand the 
importance of long term thinking and the competing demands 
of stakeholders.

We strive to nurture and continually evolve our market 
leading Private Client focussed business to listen to what 
clients want and take account of global trends. Whether 
you need a native speaker, in-country expert or someone 
to facilitate a conversation on succession for a family – the 
service is personal.

We offer the experience and broad resources of  PwC’s 
global network of firms that brings together  180,000 
people in 160 countries to serve you. Our  global coverage 
combined with our breadth of  expertise channelled 
through a personal, single point  of contact, provides our 
clients with streamlined  access to advice, thought 
leadership and innovation.

PwC Private Office
How wealthy individuals and families manage their  affairs 
and wealth is constantly changing. Over the years our 
private office services have helped clients build a lasting 
legacy in the face of increasing complexity, globalisation, 
public scrutiny and regulation.

Our clients value our global reach and breadth of  
knowledge and skills – that’s why we have specialists to  
suit each one: from financial services, global  
entrepreneurs, family businesses to landed estates.
Every client’s needs are different.

We might oversee asset management, be involved in  
deal origination, provide strategic insight, provide  
administrative & compliance support, provide an 
independent review, coordinate and provide legal and 
other financial advisory services or help you run some 
elements of the day to day.

With PwC’s Private Office Services it’s personal.

Contact us if you would like:
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Risk & Regulation

Realise

How can PwC’s Private Office team support you?

Governance
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